Abstract. It is possible to view the combinatorial structures known as (integral) t-designs as Z-modules in a natural way. In this note we introduce a polynomial associated to each such Z-module. Using this association, we quickly derive explicit bases for the important class of submodules which correspond to the so-called null-designs.
explicit basis for Nk described in terms of simple polynomials. In proving this theorem () ( [3] for a short proof), we give a new proof of it by exhibiting an explicit (generalized) inverse for the inclusion matrix.
The polynomial ring. Let 
Xk+t+l. 
Xk+t-1. Note that it follows from Theorem 1 that when v k + t, the only null design is f 0, which in turn implies that the only t-designs are the trivial design (the set of all k-subsets of V) and its multiples. This has previously been pointed out by Wilson [6] .
We also remark that a topological proof of the special case of the theorem with k 3, 2 has appeared in [4] . A basis for null-designs. Our next task will be to remove the linear dependence from the set of generators {'gSo}. Note that this set actually contains v /(t + 1)(k t-1)(v k t-1) elements, substantially more than the k eventually shall be left with.
There are 5 kinds of linear dependence which will be removed. They are indicated
The meaning of this notation is as follows. If b is of the form (Xtr(1)--Xtr (2) Thus, the sum of these is Skt=()-- (7 ),, which completes the induction step. Since (5) obviously holds for v 2, the theorem is proved.
Note that for v k + + 1 or k + 1, the mapping r: P V can be interpreted as 2. In a similar spirit, one suspects that the inverse of nv,k,t given in (6) (4) . These form an ideal which we denote by I(v, t). Our null-designs are just the x2-free homogeneous polynomials of degree k in l(v, t). If we were to allow repetitions of elements in the blocks of , the corresponding null-designs would consist of all homogeneous polynomials of degree k in I(v, t). It is natural to ask for a set of ideal generators for I(v, t) in general.
In view of Theorem 1, one would expect that {: tr So} generates I(v, t) when v _>-2t + 2, where I/(X1,""", Xv)'-(X1--X2) (X2,+l--X2t+2).
For general v and we do the following. Let zr be a partition of the set {1, , v} into disjoint subsets V1, , Vo-,-1 having as nearly equal cardinalities as possible. Define v--t--1 g,= 1-I I-I (x,-x).
r=l i,i Vr i<i One of us (W. Li) has conjectured that these 0= generate the ideal I(v, t). This is known to be true for 2.
Note added in prooL This conjecture has now been proved by W. Li and R. Li and will appear in a forthcoming paper.
